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About This Content

Golfing Over It with Alva Majo's original soundtrack, composed by Iván Gregorio.

Includes 4 mp3 tracks:

· Golfnopedie 1 (2:37)
· Golfnopedie 2 (1:56)
· Golfnopedie 3 (2:20)

· Triple suicidal emoji (1:52)
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Fun and easy to get into this one. Some challenges are easy, some are tough, at least one is diabolical. Rockets, physics and
orbits.. I just saw this game in my discovery que and the rats looked just like cartoon versions of my pet rats so naturally me and
my girlfriend had to buy a copy each of this game. Only played for 20 minutes in the dark with headphones.. I was ~just~
creeped out enough that I'd wait for daylight to play it further, I don;t want to get completely creeped out -lol. If you are at all
jumpy or yielding to your own imagination this simple idea is quite effective. If you are jaded and not easily swayed move onto
something more grand.

I have played many games and creatures with big pointy teeth are not as scary as my own psyche. This would be truly
frightening if the graphics were as detailed as the audio effects which are just flawlessly executed. So far, I feel this game is
something like a creepy Stanley Parable, less the humor; I've spent more money on worse.. Awesome This Game!
- Beautiful Graphics!
- 10/10.. Very interesting concept. Mining survival space simulator with alot of potential.. They're ugly but might get a redone
one day.. were if the 5-th act?
will Katana be the new weapon?
plz answer, ASAP.
thx
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Overlooked by many, but if you enjoyed the original 1982 Tron film (especially the tank combat scenes) you really owe it to
yorself to pick this game up. You won't regret it. End of line.. It just seems so lazy.
The description talks about immersive environments but the screenshots are all on the same road.
The first bit is a parkour map aaaannnnddd....then you die.
Don't bother.

https:\/\/youtu.be\/7bN7oTvlUnc. Conceptually fantastic and graphically beautiful, now it just needs more players.. 110th
review, yesssssssssssss.

NO ONE PLAyS THIS GAME.
WHy DOES NO ONE PLAy THIS GAME??
I ONLy EVER FIND 1 SERVER, AND IT-S ALWAyS EMPTy.
PLEASE MAKE IT SO yOU CAN HAVE OFFLINE PRACTICE LIKE IN TF2.. In my opinion its a really interesting and fun
game to play, i enjoy the loot and fighting system. Although i havent finished it yet, it does deserve a thumbs up for being so
fun!. This is one of those games that is completely luck based that even if you were skilled, the game will go out of its way to
screw you over to make you do the stage again. Some of these cases may have you repeating the same stage either 2-10+ times
the further to get. One case I actually lost because the last matching pieces were stacked.
What doesnt help with this is that you cannot take the time to think strategically, the game presses you so hard with its time limit
that you may even lose for this reason. On top of it all, if you get blindsided the 3D perspective may confuse you. i.e. you may
not see what may even be right in front of you, combine this with some of the small japanese text pieces looking almost similar.
Granted this is supposed to show you what's underneath, but the main point is the perspective is what may cause the confusion
(EX: a stacked piece may cover a lower tier or bottom piece)
So do I recommend this? Honestly it depends, i'll let this slide for the fact this was I believe only about twenty cents when I
initially got it on sale. I'm just giving you fair warning if you go for this, also dont expect anything spectacular if you're in it for
the lewd stuff.

Note: Easy Mode does remove the time limit and gives you a couple options to help you out, but you can only use them a few
times and you may still lose anyway. Regardless the review is mainly on if you're aiming to do this throughout Normal.. As you
can see by my playing time, I beat the whole game and in no case I would recommend this game.
Don't get blended by the graphics and buy Crazy Machines 1, Crazy Machines 2, The Incredible Machine or if your kid is just 6
years old Crazy Machines 1.5.

There are 3 terrible terrible mistakes in this game:

1) Inconsistent Physics: Imagine an object is flying on the left side of the screen. It always has the same trajectory, but if you
place an element on the bottom right corner, which doesn't interfere with the other object, suddenly the trajectory changes and
making it often impossible\/very difficult to finish the task.

2) The grid on which you place your elements is way too big, causing a lot of unnecessary trouble. Imagine your idea\/plan is
absolutely correct, but you cannot execute it, because the laserbeam misses your mirror by 2 length-units, but you can move the
mirror in the grid only by 10 length-units, causing the beam to miss your mirror again. This makes a lot of trial&error work
necessary, even though it could have been easily avoided. In no other Crazy Machines game this was as annoying as here.

3) And that is the absolute deal-breaker here. You get punished if your solution is more intelligent than the default solution. The
rewards are not task-based (the less you use, the better), but instead path-based. This means you have to place objects the way
the game thought for you. Because if you don't, the trajectory of objects might be different and you won't be able to collect the
cogs in the level. This is such a horrible design choice, I can't imagine why any sane developer would make this.

There is also something other bothering me and that was the "help". By looking at the shape of the background you can instantly
see what object has to be placed. For example mirrors belong onto circle-shaped wood and generators on square-shaped wood.
This dumbs the game down and no, that's not suitable for very young children, because Crazy Machines 1.5 makes it right. In
that game are easier tasks, and more puzzles in between, so the difficulty doesn't rise too fast, but it does not dumb the puzzles
down.

Stay away from this game and don't bother playing it. Get the other games I listed in the beginning of the review.
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. \udb40\udc21. Mahluk is a surprising platformer, especially considering it's price point. A diverse set of levels and enemies
populate this game, in it you will find many shadowy creatures to destroy. The levels are well designed and present a fair but fun
challenge. Be careful so you can get your revenge against that evil god dude.

Overall 10/10 would buy again! <3 :D <3. At this time I can not recommend this game. It still needs a lot of work, even for a pre-
alpha build there are a lot of small QoL issues. If your are looking to contribute to something from the early stages and haven't
seen this yet, then go for it. This game has potential, and from what I have seen, a dev team that listens.

My biggest issue was during the night cycle I couldn't see anything. There is no option for brightness or gamma. As of writing
this the quests are off due to a game breaking bug, which is fine. When I last logged out NPC's were disappearing on me.
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